
CryptoSpike
RANSOMWARE PROTECTION 
FOR NETAPP STORAGE

Ransomware, also known as cryptotrojans, consists of 
malicious programs that encrypt data on the computer. 
The company affected is asked to pay a ransom to get the 
files unlocked; usually with bitcoin transactions. Whether 
the cybercriminals actually then send a decryption key is 
not guaranteed - they have often failed to do so.

Well-known examples of malware include WannaCry and 
Petya. They get into companies via altered links or e-mail 
attachments, disguised as advertising, and by phishing or 
spam. 

Facts and figures from the Cybersecurity 
Insiders 2017 Ransomware Report

Companies and public institutions now regard ransomwa-
re attacks as the greatest cyber security risk.

75% of affected organisations experience 1-5 ransomwa-
re attacks per year. 25% experience more than 6 attacks.

For business, this means: 41% downtime, 39% producti-
vity loss, 30% data loss.

Worst of all: Just one click by an employee 
is enough to infect the network. 

It is not only files on the employee’s local computer that 
are damaged, but files on authorised and connected net-
work drives to which the computer has access, too. As 
a result, the encryption usually also affects the central 

storage. So any customer that uses (CIFS / NFS licence) 
NetApp as NAS (Network Attached Storage) should have 
protection against ransomware implemented. 

The flood of ransomware goes on. Eve-
ry 40 seconds a company is infected. And 
some only notice when it’s too late.

Malware programs often work unnoticed, in the back-
ground, for months. As a result, original files can no lon-
ger be restored because they have fallen out of the back-
up cycle. The backup media then only holds encrypted 
file versions.

The solution: CryptoSpike combats digital 
blackmail in real time

No operating system is immune to ransomware attacks. 
Many companies don’t even know whether individual 
files have been encrypted, given the millions of files they 
have stored. With CryptoSpike you can detect malicious 
software quickly and prevent it from spreading. 

CryptoSpike has been specifically designed for NetApp 
ONTAP storage systems. CIFS and NFS user attacks are 
recorded by the FPolicy API. In real time, the solution mo-
nitors every transaction in the NetApp storage for abnor-
malities relating to file extensions or user behaviour.

Highlights

 Ransomware attacks are on the increase,  
 every 40 seconds a company gets infec-
ted.

 A single click on a malicious e-mail attach- 
 ment or link is enough for the harmful 
software to begin encrypting files in the back-
ground. Not just on the local PC, but on every 
authorised network drive.

 CryptoSpike scans the NetApp storage file 
accesses in real time, uses a three-stage strate-
gy to identify ransomware attacks, and blocks 
the “attack or outbreak” immediately.

 The attack is nipped in the bud and black-
mail attempts are called to a halt.

✓

     The affected user is blocked and the encryp-
ted files are localised. This prevents continued 
encryption and, as a result, the failure of criti-
cal processes.

✓

✓



How it works: 

Architecture allows software image to be 
used for easy installation

The CryptoSpike and FPolicy Server packages are supplied 
ready to use as an OVA (virtual machine for VMware). 
The software image is simply installed in the VMware 
environment. Setup, configuration management and the 
defining of rules and threshold values are done using the 
intuitive tiles in the CryptoSpike Manager.

Three aligned strategies 
for detecting attacks

White list: based on a list of permitted file extensions, 
such as .doc .xls .pdf. If a new, unknown ending is detec-
ted, CryptoSpike blocks the user. If it is a new application 
which is permitted, the administrator can add it to the 
white list. 

The first white list is generated automatically during ins-
tallation. To do so, CryptoSpike autonomously scans all of 
the company’s storage.

Black list: based on a list of, currently, around 1800 
(number rising quickly!) known ransomware file extensi-
ons or file names, which is updated every day. Whenever 
a new black list is available, customers are notified and 
they can click to accept it.

Learner: based on user behaviour patterns relating to 
read/write/open/close file operations. For this purpose the 
last, e.g., 50,000 transactions in the network are recor-
ded. This number can be freely configured. The outcome 
the Learner generates is the White Patterns list: this is the 
list of permitted transactions.

CryptoSpike also delivers the Black Patterns list: This is 
created by tracking, e.g., the behaviour of WannaCry and 
other ransomware in a monitored outbreak, because the 
algorithm always follows the same pattern of open/enc-
rypt/close operations. This list can be supplemented by 
patterns from attacks which the customer was exposed 
to.

Why the Learner is the vital component

Ransomware attacks are becoming increasingly proble-
matic, because many malicious codes no longer change 
the file endings to values such as .crypto or .locky. As a 
result, you can no longer tell, whether a .xls file is unhar-
med or not.

To detect an attack in such cases, the Learner acts as a 
second, more close-meshed safety net. For example, if a 
file type is not opened within the time unit defined in the 
White Pattern, the algorithm identifies this in real time as 
a non-permitted pattern, blocks the user and raises the 
alarm.

Bespoke choice of suitable strategy

The strategies are deployed in combination as required. 
In principle, a strategy is passed downwards, i.e. from the 
NetApp cluster to the shares. Different strategies can also 
be deployed for each NetApp SVM (Storage Virtual Ma-
chine) and, in the future, for each share level: For examp-
le, the Sales share has the strict White List strategy plus 
the White Patterns list, while the developers get greater 
flexibility with the Black List strategy and the Black Pat-
terns list.

Alarms: Real time blocks and fast restores

•	 The	FPolicy	Server	tracks	each	transaction	in	real	time.	
If an anomaly is detected, the system raises the alarm and 
blocks the employee attacked in order to prevent any 
further contagion on the NetApp Storage. 

•	 The	blocked	employee	now	has	read-only	access.	

•	 CryptoSpike	 delivers	 the	 key	 information	 first:	Which	
files are affected? The administrator automatically recei-
ves details of the path and number of files affected and 
reviews the recent transactions. 

•	 If	the	employee	has	been	wrongly	blocked,	for	examp-
le, because the person is a developer testing a new appli-
cation, the administrator can immediately unblock them 
again and if necessary modify the patterns.

•	 If	it	is	a	ransomware	attack,	the	administrator	analyses	
which malicious programs are running in the background. 
When the employee is unblocked after the cleanup, Cryp-
toSpike supports the recovery process with a list of the 
affected files, so that Snapshot can be used to quickly 
restore them.

Pricing model

CryptoSpike follows a tiered pricing model, depending on 
the number and size of the NetApp Storage Controllers. 

Benefits

✓ Easy to install via software image 

✓ Every transaction in the NetApp storage is 
 monitored in real time and affected users 
 are immediately blocked

✓ File endings, file names and user behaviours 
 are all checked for anomalies

✓ Bespoke monitoring strategies, customised 
 to meet the needs of different departments

✓ Immediate information on where the attack 
 occurred and support for restoring 
 the damaged files

Visit us on:
www.prolion.at/


